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“My Time to Shine” TM

Rosalyn®        Shyanne®

Step 1
Remove the excess glitter

                           by blowing on it gently.
    tip: you can use cotton swabs 
    for removing excess glitter from
    in-between shapes. 

Remove stencil from paper 
and place onto doll’s body.
Smooth stencil surface 
with �nger.

Components:
3 glitter bottles,

1 glue with brush included,
4 reusable sticker stencils,

and lots of fun!

Using the glue brush,
apply glue over the
sticker stencil.

Apply glitter by holding jar 
closely over the sticker stencil 
and gently tapping the bottom 
of the glitter jar. Do this until 
the stencil opening is 
completely covered.

Carefully remove 
the  stencil.

Tips: 
- It is best to add glitter to plastic parts of doll’s body only.
- Avoid getting glitter on doll’s hair or fabric body.
- Cover your work surface so it is easy to remove extra glitter when you are done.
- Once you have used the glitter stencils, clean the top surface by gently 
  wetting your �nger and rubbing the surface until it is clean.

How to remove deco from doll:
- Rub the deco o� by gently rubbing with a damp cloth.

Step 2

Step 4

Step 5

Step 3
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Step 1
Choose a stencil design
with lots of shapes.

Step 2
Add glitter color of your 
choice to all of them.

“Deco Strips”
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“Making Stripes” Using the white base of the 
sticker stencil as a guide for 
a straight line, add glitter to 
top part of stencil.

Move the white paper down 
and repeat step 2. Do this 
until entire stencil opening is 
covered in glitter.

Step 2

Step 3

Step 1
Apply the sticker stencil to doll’s body 
and add glue to the entire stencil opening.



“Two-way color” 
Apply stencil & glue, same as
instructions on previous pages.
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Step 1

pretty 
    ideas

Use glitter color #1 on half 
of the stencil. Then use 
glitter color #2 on second 
half of the stencil.

Step 2 & 3



®

We’re a very special generation of girls, aren’t we?

We don’t feel the need to define who we are. We’re just us. 
And proud of it.                We love to do our hair, wear skirts,and 
dig in the dirt. (Occasionally all at the same time if we feel like it.) 

We’re curious about laser beams while we’re chasing after 
our big dreams. There’s nothing we won’t try, except maybe 

jalapeño ice cream.         That’s just weird.  

Whether we’re washing cars to support animal shelters, 
writing letters to help save polar bears or reminding 

our parents to recycle their newspapers, we’ve proved ourselves 
both smart and full of heart.          We are here to live out loud.

What does the future hold for us? 

Whatever it is, it’s up to us, of course. 

This is our time. This is our story.
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WARNING: DO NOT USE ON CHILD’S SKIN. 
For use on doll only. Do not wet the doll’s head 
or body when removing the glitter decos.

Glitter 
Deco
Style 
Guide 

CONFORMS TO ASTM D-4236
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Add glitter on top 
of the glue to �nish.

Step 1

“Freestyle”

Step 2

Step 3
You need an idea! You can use 

whatever shape you like. 

You created 
your own 
design. 

Choose the doll part you want 
to decorate.

Draw the shape you like 
with the glue brush.

 Voila! 


